
Oral

Written

Words in use

Read and answer verbally  :

Ans.

A. Make the correct choice :

Ans.

B. Fill in the blanks by choosing correct words from the box given below:

Ans. beautiful

blooms

crawl

apple

God

C. Answer the following questions :

Ans.

D. Match the column :

Ans.

Work in pairs. Find the opposite to the word in this box from the words

written on the blackboard. Take turns to throw a dice. If you throw on even

number, you get to choose a word from the box. If you throw an odd number,

your friend choose the word for you.

Ans. Words Opposite Words Opposite

a. God made us all.

b. God made bird and insects.

a. iii. wisdom b. iii. rain

a. All trees nice and .

b. Each flower that .

c. Each inset that .

d. Each that ripens.

e. The good made them all.

a. God created all creatures.

b. God made water in the rain.

c. Mango, Orange, apple, trees, flowers birds insects and all creatures.

a. trees i. blooms

b. flower ii. nice

c. birds iii. winter

d. insects iv. reddens

e. chill v. crawls

f. apple vi. chirps

Thick thin Strong weak

Far near wet dry

1 The Good God Made All

Let Us Practise
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dirty clean polite rude

easy difficult poor rich

ant went to bank of river to drink water. It was carried away by

stream. dove sitting on tree near water plucked leaf and threw

it into stream close to ant. ant climbed on to it and floated

safely to bank. Shortly after words. bird catcher came and stood

under tree, and laid for dove. ant saw him and bit him

on foot. bird catcher screamed and dove flew away.

Do it yourself.

Do it yourself.

Dear Shabnam,

My parents and I are on a holiday by the sea in Puri, Orissa. We are

ourselves very much. We go in the sea early in

the morning. When all the fisherman go out into the sea in sail boats to

catch .

By eleven O' clock, they return to the beach and bring in their nets. In the

there are salmon, mackerel and sardines, all alive and shining in the

Sun.

Some people sell shell and earrings on the beach. Some sell

coral stones and conch shells from the . I wish you were here with us.

We will after a week.

With lots of love

Manvi.

Grammar in Use

Speak

Listen

Write

The ant and the dove

Ans. An the a a

A the the a

the the The

the A

the a net the The

the The the

Manvi is an a trip to Puri Orissa with her parents. She writes a letter to her

friend Shabnam. Help her to complete the letter by using the words in the

box.

Ans.

enjoying for swimming

the fish

nets

necklaces

sea

return

2 The Frogs of Colombo

and Kathmandu
Let Us Practise
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Oral

Written

Words in Use

Grammar in Use

Read and answer verbally :

Ans.

A. Make the correct Choice :

Ans.

B. Fill in the blanks by choosing correct words from the box given below:

Ans. south

Journey

Countries

Colombo

back

C. Answer the following questions :

Ans.

A. Tick the correct spelling for each word :

B. Chose the right word from the above exercise to complete these

sentences. Check your answer with a dictionary :

Ans. piece

field

neighbour

friend

receive

A. Discuss some rules that you should follow on the road.

Use 'Must' and 'Must not'.

Ans.

a. Colombo and Kathmandu.

b. Colombo is the capital of Sri Lanka.

a. ii. Kathmandu b. iii. North

a. The frog who lived in Kathmandu wanted to travel to visit

Colombo.

b. The was more tiring than they had expected.

c. They both wanted to know more about other .

d. Kathmandu is exactly like .

e. They said to each other, and went home.

a. Both the frogs wanted to see new places.

b. They stood on their hind legs to see the both town from the top of

Mountain.

c. The frogs eyes situalated on the back of their heads. So their nose were

pointed town but eyes could see back word.

Ans. a. Neighbour b. Friend c. piece

d. field e. receive

a. I want a of cake.

b. There is a tree in the middle of the crop .

c. We should not quarrel with our .

d. The parrot's is the elephant's good .

e. Did you any message in my absence ?

a. We must walk on the pavement. We must not walk on the road.

b. We must cross the road only if the road is clear.

We must not cross the road if the road is busy.

c. We must cross the road at the road at the Zebra crossing.

We must not cross the road any where.
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d. We must wait for the bus to stop.

We must not get in to or get off a moving bus.

e. We must keep our elbows inside a bus car or train.

We must not lean out or put out our hands out from a bus , car or a

train.

a. Take an umbrella i. You may want to buy

something.

b. I don't know where Seema is ii. Your eyes may get

damaged.

c. Let's leave early for school iii. It may rain in the

afternoon.

d. Please carry some money iv. She may be at home

or at work.

e. Don't sit too close to the television v. The school bus may

not come.

a. If i wake early, i may see the sunrise.

b. If i am not careful while bursting cracker , I may hurt my self.

c. If don't put away my toys after playing with them, I may face problem

in searching them.

d. If i play in the rain, i may get sick.

Do it yourself.

Do it yourself.

a. Break an egg into a bowl.

b. Gently add the milk and salt and beat gently to mix.

c. Put some butter in a  frying pan over a low fine and stir.

d. When the butter covers the base of the pan, pour in the egg mixture.

e. Stir with a spoon to cook the egg.

f. Keep stirring, till the egg is finely cooked.

g. When the egg mixture becomes thick, turn off the heat.

Shradha Puri, Meerut

B. Match these sentences :

Ans.

C. Discuss what may happen if.

Ans.

A. Read these sentences about how to make scrambled eggs. Put them in

the right order :

Ans.

Write a letter

B. Write a letter to your friend describing your visit to Shimla in your

own words.

Ans.

Speak

Listen

Write
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Date  07-02-20XX

Dear friend, Hello! How are you?

I want to tell you that I come with my brother to see snow fall in Shimla.

Many people are here to enjoy snow fall. All the roofs, tree, houses are

soured covered with white snow. It give me much pleasure. We play by

snow balls. Please tell me will you also like to enjoy it ?

Waiting to hear form you.

With love

(your name )

A.B.C

3 Three Friends/Talkative Fox

Let Us Practise

Oral

Written

Read and answer verbally :

Ans.

A. Make the correct choice :

Ans.

B. Fill in the blanks by choosing correct words from the box give below :

Ans.

C. Answer the following questions :

Ans

a. Penguin, Hippo and fox were three friends.

b. Penguin and Hippo found a place full of fruits.

a. iii. friends b. iii. fox

a. The penguin and the Hippo decided to keep it a secret.

b. The fox asked them the reason of their happiness.

c. The penguin and the Hippo were unable to hide their happiness.

d. Fox came covered in cuts and bruises.

a. Fox deceived to penguin and Hippo.

b. Penguin and Hippo were surprised to see that animal of jungle had

eaten all the fruits.

c. Penguin and Hippo decided to teach a lesson to the fox.

d. The animal of jungle have beaten the fox so she came covered in cut

and bruises.

e. She promised that she would be no longer a big mouth and will not

betray them again.
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D. Match the column :

Ans.

Match these words and make a new word. Write them in the blanks :

Ans.

Write 'c' if the noun is countable and uc if the noun is uncountable :

Ans.

Vasu is going out with five of his friends on a picnic, He is making a list of the

things that he must pack. Complete the list (packing list for picnic).

Ans.

Now help Meeta make  her grocery list for this month.

Ans.

You took part in a fancy dress competition. Your grandmother stitched your

costume for you and helped you, write a letter to her thanking her timely

help. use these hints.

a. enemy i. forgot

b. disbelieve ii. happy

c. able iii. friend

d. sad iv. believe

e. remembered v. unable

Swimming saucer a. Swimming pool

living machine b. living-room

jogging room c. Jogging shoes

rocking pad d. rocking chair

washing chair e. washing machine

flying shoes f. flying saucer

writing pool g. writing pad

tree - c cup - c table - c

bread - c water - uc sugar - uc

rice - uc friend - c honey - uc

a. 6 apples b. 2 loves of bread

c. 200 grams of butter d. 10 bottler of water

e. 2 Litres of juice f. one ball

g. 5 packets of chips

a. - 5 kilograms of rice. b. - 2 litres of oil

c. - 20 kilograms of atta d. - 60 eggs

e. - 30 packet of bread f. - 500 grams of butter

g. - 1 kilogram salt h. - 10 soap bars

Do it yourself.

Do it yourself.

Words in use

Grammar in use

Speak

Listen

Write
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Ans. MEERUT

15-12-20--

Respected Mom, Hallo!

How are you ? Thank you very much for the dress you made for me. I

participated in a fancy dress competition held in last week in my school.

You have helped me much by making fancy dress for me. The fancy dress

of spider man you made for me have help me to won the 2nd prize in the

competition. I am very happy and then Kabul to you for the same.

I am sending you the photos in my costume. I hope you will like them.

I shall come to home next month. Rest on meeting with regards.

Your loving son.

XYZ

4 Up in the Air and Down!

Let Us Practise

Oral

Written

Read and answer verbally :

Ans.

A. Make the correct choice :

Ans.

B. Fill in the blanks by choosing correct words from the box given below:

Ans. Most important

cattle

garden

flying

C. Answer the flowing questions :

Ans.

D. Write the rhyming words of the following words :

Ans.

a. Yes, i enjoyed on a swing.

b. Blue sky can see so wide.

a. iii. blue b. i. brown

a. I do think is the thing.

b. Rivers and trees and and all.

c. Till I look down on the .

d. Up in the air I go again.

a. I enjoy going up in air and comming down to the grand.

b. Blue airy sky, rivers, trees, cattle garden, and roof of the houses. Can

be seen on a swing.

Swing – ring wall – all

wide – ride again – begain
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Words in use

Grammar in use

Speak

Listen

Write

A. Fill 'ea' or 'ee' to complete these words :

Ans. e e e a e a

e a e e e e

B. Choose the letters 'ea' or 'ee' to complete these sentences. Then look

up a dictionary to learn more words 'ea' and 'ee'.

Ans. ea

ee

ea

ee

ea

Read this sentence :

A. Sumit plants to make sandwich for the weekend. Help him write the

recipe using 'a few' and 'a little' :

Ans.

a little

a little

a few

a few

a little a little

B. Fill in the blanks with 'a little ' or ' a few' correctly :

Ans. a little

a few

a little

a few

a few

Now say these phrases.

Suppose you want to wish your friend on his/her birthday through letter.

Write  a letter regarding it.

c r p e r s r c h r c h

p l d g r n e r y f r d o m

a. How funny! The dog is wearing a pair of J ns!

b. Take this camera r l and give it to Anuj.

c. Please p l these onions and potatoes till I come from the market.

d. I did not know that a tough man like him could w p.

e. Kanika said, Why are you w ring your new dress.

Do it yourself.

a. Cut the vegetables into thin slices.

b. Apply butter on two slices of bread. Take one buttered slice.

c. Spread green chutney on top of the butter.

d. Place slices of cucumber and tomato on the bread.

e. Sprinkle salt and pepper.

f. Put another buttered slice of bread on top. With the uttered side facing

down. press well.

h. Add tomato sauce and grated cheese on top.

i. serve fresh.

a. There was juice in the jug.

b. She writes sentences every day.

c. These farmers know English.

d. Please give me gallon of diesel.

e. I know a people in your locality.

Do it yourself.

Do it yourself.
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Ans. MEERUT

10 January 20--

________ (Your Address)

Dear Amit (Your friend's name)

Happy Birth Day. I want to wish you on your birthday on 14 January. Due

to my exam I can not participate in your birthday party. I wish you may

live long with your family. Accept my best wishes for you.

Your affectionately

A.B.C (Your name)

Formative Assessment Sheet-1

Project

Composition

As a pilot

Do it yourself.

I am very happy to going up in the air with my plane. I am at a very high speed in

my plane. During my flight, suddenly the weather have been changed. It was

natural cool air blowing speedily. I saw a lake, some mountain and a river

comming out. The river was looking as white as snow. The mountain peak were

high, covered with snow. This natural scene have attracted me. So I got down my

plain and took some big round by plane. It makes me much happy.

5 Wise Nasruddin/Nasruddin

And his wisdom
Let Us Practise

Oral

Written

Read and answer verbally :

Ans.

A. Make the correct choice :

Ans.

B. Fill in the blanks by choosing correct words from the box given

below:

Ans. crowd

a. Three wise man were going to find the answer of some of the great

questions.

b. The three wise man came to Nasruddin's district.

a. ii. listen b. iii. Nasreddin

a. A big gathered to listen.
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b. Where is the centre of the world ?

c. How many are there in the sky ?

d. The third wise man not to do this.

a. Three wise man came to find out he answer of some questions.

b. Second man did not believed the answer of Nasruddin so he asked his

question.

c. No, Noone can not count the star in the sky.

d. Third question was, How many hairs are there on the tail of his

donkey.

e. Yes Nasruddin was the wisest man in the place.

a. First wise men to Nasruddin

b. Nasruddin to First wise man

c. Second wise man to Nasruddin

d. Third wise man to Nasruddin

a. biscuits b. special c. Chocolate

d. Spectacles e. permission f. definition

g. invite h. frightened

a. Vimal has a box.

b. man is talking on the phone.

c. Ramesh walk slowly in the sun.

d. There is a yellow butterfly on the flower.

e. Sunita is wearing a blue and pink frock and holding a teddy bear.

Name 1 6 yr. Youngest

Name 2 8 yr. Younger

Name 3 10 yr. Youngest

exact

stars

willing

C. Answer the following questions :

Ans.

D. Who said to whom following statements :

Ans. Who Whom

Check whether these words are spell correctly. Write the correct spelling for

the words which are incorrect. Tick the words that are spelt correctly :

Ans.

A. Look at the pictures insert the adjectives in the right places :

Ans. green

A tall

hot

C. Work in group of three. Write your age in column A. Look at column

A and write the right adjectives (young, younger, youngest, as old as)

in column B.

Ans. age (how old)

A B

With the helps of the table, write sentences with comparative and superlative

adjectives in your notebook.

Words in use

Grammar in use
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Do it yourself.

Do it your self.

Do it your self.

The Importance of Trees

The trees are very much useful for us. They gives us many things. Trees makes

our air fresh so that we can breath. Trees helps us to remove pollution. Trees gives

us food, medicine, clothes and shelter. They also gives us food and home as well

as food to our animals. We cut the trees for human need. we should protect trees.

because they preserve our environment.

Speak

Listen

Write

Trees

LIFE SKILLS-1

A.

B.

C. Decide and solve :

What should be done ? Tick ( ) the correct answer.

Ans.

No' I will not buy another pen. Because It have no use for me.

a. I will make a call to my parents.

b. I will not stand alone on game shop without telling it to my parents.

d. She should go to the stage and ask the anchor or any responsible

person to make announcement asking her mother to came to the stage.

√

6 Cold Areas of Country

Let Us Practise

Oral
Read and answer verbally :

Ans.

A. Make the correct choice :

Ans.

B. Fill in the blanks by choosing correct words from the box given below:

Ans. hurt

Himalayas

a. In the Ist place snow is very white.

b. Children in cold countries make small snow balls and throw it at one

another.

a. i. Paper b. ii. ball

a. The snow of now is very soft. It does not them.

b. There is snow on the tops of the through out the year.
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c. The water vapour in the air falls as when the air is cooler.

d. The river of ice is called a .

e. The huge pieces of ice are called .

a. Snow is very soft, It is whiter than paper or the feather of a bird. If it

thrown as a ball it cannot hurt anyone. While ice is a very herd a clear

such a ball of Ice should never thrown at any one because it may in

June any one.

b. Children in cold countries make small balls of snow and throw it at

one another. They like it much

c. The rivers of ice are called glaciers.

d. The snow which falls on low ground, melts when the weather is

warmer, and the water so formed run into streams and river and then

into the sea.

e. Some rivers of ice or glaciers, come down into valleys. But lost, the

heat of the sun is so strong enough to melt the Ice and then the river of

ice changer into a river of water.

a. glacier i. huge pieces of ice

b. snow ii. masses of ice

c. snow fall iii. whiter than paper

d. Ice berg iv. in the Himalayan region

dancer = dancer painter = painter

actor = actor driver = driver

designer = designer sailor = sailor

writer = writer photographer = photographer

inspector = inspector

a. Simple future b. Simple future c. Simple past

d. Simple past e. Simple future

a. My uncle from Mumbai tomorrow.

b. My father him up at the airport.

c. He at our house for a week.

d. Then he his other relatives next week.

e. Next month, he back to London.

rain

glacier

Icebergs

C. Answer the following questions :

Ans.

D. Match the column :

Ans.

Use 'r' ,'er', 'or' and make a new word :

Ans.

A. Write Simple past or Simple Future for the tense of each verb :

Ans.

B. Use the future tense of the verbs in the brackets to complete these

sentences :

Ans. will arrive

will pick

will stay

will visit

will go

Words in use

Grammar in Use
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Listen

Speak

Do it yourself.

Do it yourself.

In Himalayas there are some very high mountains which are covered with snow

throw out the year. These mountain have river of ice. Which are called '' glaciers''

when the sun become too hot the ice becomes melting and ice flow in form of

water. In Himalayas many areas like Leh, Laddakh, Kargil Dras are such areas

which are very rich in ice mountains The temperature is more then 20°

Now say these sentences aloud :

Himalayas

Formative Assessment Sheet-2

Work together :

A. Name of birds Characteristics that make them

different from each other

Ans.

B. Think of five words to describe a butterfly. Then compare your list

with that of another classmate. Also draw a picture of a butterfly.

Ans.

Composition

C. Answer the following questions :

Ans.

1. Pigeon Can fly

2. Parrot Can fly

3. Ostrich Can' not fly

4. Kivies Can' not fly

Do it yourself.

a. The Fox fall into the well.

b. The fox told that goat that she is in the well because water tasted good.

c. The clever fox promised to help her to come out .

d. Fox climbed on the goat and got out of the well and ran away.

Summative Assessment Sheet-1

Attempt all questions :

A. Make the correct choice :

Ans.

B. Write meaning of the following words :

Ans.

a. iii. wisdom b. ii. Kathmandu c. iii. friends

d. iii. blue e. iii. Nasreddin

a. crawls – move slowly b. made – create

c. mighty – powerful d. secret – hidden
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e. trust – believe f. swing – to sway to and fro

g. admit – accept h. Regions – tract of country

a. Wonder ful – The tiger shown a wonderful job in circus.

b. Continue – The leader was Continue in his speech.

c. Surprised – We surprised to see snake in the our class.

d. Exactly – Where is the exact canter of the world.

a. Each flowers that .

b. Kathmandu is exactly like .

c. Fox came covered  in and bruises.

d. A big gathered to listen.

e. The river of ice is called a .

a. Snow is very soft, It is whiter than paper or the feather of a bird. If it

thrown as a ball it cannot hurt anyone. While ice is a very herd a clear

such a ball of Ice should never thrown at any one because it may in

June any one.

b. Three wise man came to find out he answer of some questions.

c. Penguin and Hippo were surprised to see that animal of jungle had

eaten all the fruits.

d. Both the frogs wanted to see new places.

e. God created all creatures.

a. glacier – masses of ice

b. snow – whiter than paper

c. snowfall – in the Himalayan region

d. Iceberg – huge pieces of ice

e. enemy – friend

a. Simple future b. Simple future c. Simple past

d. Simple future e. Simple past

C. Make sentences of the following words :

Ans.

D. Fill in the blanks :

Ans. blooms

Colombo

cuts

crowd

glacier

E. Answer the following questions :

Ans.

F. Match the column :

Ans.

Write Simple Post or Simple Future against each of these sentences :

Ans.

Grammar

7 Good Luck! Bad Luck!

Who knows?
Let Us Practise
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Oral

Written

Words in use

Grammar in use

Speak

Listen

Write

Read and answer verbally :

Ans.

A. Make the correct choice :

Ans.

B. Fill in the blanks by choosing correct words from the box given below:

Ans. Chinese

horse

wise

bad

village

C. Answer the following questions :

Ans.

Complete the following words :

Ans. i e e p p e i b o

m p h i e o r a u a e m d

a r e o c r t o e

Complete the sentences with can or can't :

Ans. can

Can can

can't

can

Can

Write five Sentences on 'A horse'.

Ans.

a. Chinese farmer had an old horse.

b. Old horse did not like to work hard.

a. ii. field b. ii. weak

a. There is a story of an old farmer.

b. He had the support of his old only.

c. The farmer was a man.

d. Everyone thought this very luck.

e. The army marched in to the .

a. The horse did not want to work hand so he escaped in to the hills.

b. Wild horse came along the horse of the farmer.

c. The farmer's son fall from the back of horse at the time of taming. He

broke his right leg.

d. The army marched in to the village.

e. When the army  seen the broken leg of farmer's son they let him off.

Ch n s Su ort n gh u r

Sy at s d c ng t l t e att pte

m c h d c n s i p e d b d i d

a. A butterfly swim in the water.

b. you hold the ladder for me, please ? Sure, I .

c. You have kittens at home, until you are ready to care for them.

d. Nadia ride the bicycle well. But still takes the bus to school.

e. I borrow your umbrella. Please ? It's raining heavily outside.

Do it yourself

Do it yourself

a. A horse is used for riding.
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b. It is very fast in running.

c. Horse is used to convey passenger in Tonga.

d. In old times, horse was an important and male in wars.

e. Horse is still used in army, police and various armed fore as.

8 Garden's Insects

Let Us Practise

Oral

Written

Words in use

Read and answer verbally :

Ans.

A. Make the correct choice :

Ans.

B. Fill in the blanks by choosing correct words from the box given below:

Ans. spider

searched

butterfly

roof

wings.

C. Answer the following questions :

Ans.

D. Write True of False :

Ans.

Choose the word with the correct spellings to complete the sentences :

Ans. beautiful

famous

journey

prayer

business

a. Monu, Meena,  and Meera are friends.

b. They wanted to find a spider.

a. iii. six b. ii. three

a. Three friends were looking for a .

b. They all over the garden.

c. Meera found a on a rose plant.

d. In a corner of the there was big web.

e. A spider doesn't have

a. Meena, Monu and Meera are standing in porch of Meena's house.

b. They want to find a spider.

c. Grass hoper is green in colour.

d. We can find a butter fly on a rose plant.

e. A spider look like a spider.

a. False b. True c. False d. False e. True

a. Anne thinks that she is very .

b. I want to become a .

c. The children enjoy their .

d. I always begin my day with a .

e. My uncle runs a .
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Grammar is use

Speak

Listen

Write

Conjunction And, But and or

Ans. "and, but, or"

Writing stories with the help of pictures and an outline.

"The greedy Donkey"

Ans.

d. He feels lonely and sad.

e. Neeru wait for Meena but Sheena do not wait for Meena.

f. He is probably at lunch or in meeting.

g. We sang and danced at the party.

h. You can eat your lunch or can bath first.

Do it yourself.

Do it yourself.

Once there was a washer man. He has a donkey. He carries all the clothes

to wash at river. The donkey was very sad because he gets very little food

by washer man. One day the donkey met two foxes who promised The

donkey to have a good dinner every day.

The Foxes took the donkey to a field of a cucumber during the night. The

foxes have completed this eating in a very short time. Donkey was very

happy to find the food. He started singing. When the former heard to

singing of donkey. He chased the donkey and fox. The foxes ran away but

donkey had been caught and beaten badly. The donkey was punished for

his greediness.

9 Busy Mother Mouse

Let Us Practise

Oral

Written

Read and answer verbally :

Ans.

A. Make the correct choice :

a. Mouse live in the kitchen.

b. Mice come out from their holes when we had gone to bed.
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Ans.

B. Fill in the blanks by choosing correct words from the box given below:

Ans. Kitchen

family

wait

mouse

tea

C. Answer the following questions :

Ans.

D. Match the column :

Ans.

Look how we can make new words by adding 'un' before some words.

Ans. Word New word Meaning the new word

Now make sentences with the words you have just formed. Follow the

example.

Ans.

Fill in the blanks with the correct preposition of time :

Ans. in

on

a. iii. mouse b. ii. late

a. Beneath the in our house.

b. Her cannot be fed.

c. Which means they have to till then.

d. Poor Mrs. will often state.

e. For little mice to have their .

a. Mrs. Mouse live beneath the kitchen in the house.

b. The mouse family got the food when we have gone to bed.

c. Up to 10O, clock, mouse family has to wait.

d. Mrs. Mouse have a complaint that it was too late for little mice to take

tea.

e. She decided to search other house suitable for mouse.

a. house i. bed

b. fed ii. late

c. ten iii. see

d. state iv. mouse

e. tea v. then

expected unexpected not expected

happy unhappy not happy

natural unnatural not natural

seal un seal not seal

usual unusual not usual

a. His rude behaviour was totally unexpected. He is usually very calm

and friendly.

b. He made his father unhappy  by his rude behaviours.

c. The Tiger did not attacked on fox. It was Unnatural.

d. The bottle was still unsealed.

e. The police have not arrested the thief unusually.

a. William Shakespeare was born the sixteenth century.

b. I was born 24 April 1969.

Words in use

Grammar in use
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c. I'm going to meet my friend Shyana noon.

d. My cousin Sanjay lives London.

e. I'll visit my uncle's house Sunday.

f. My father goes for a jog the morning every day.

Mouse is a animal that lives in our house. The mouse have a long tail, two

eyes, two ears. It depends upon the food grain which are left from our

uses. Mouse lives in an family without our permission with his whole

family. It eats food grains, paper, leaf, Peels of vegetables and fruits. It cut

our valuable clothes even valuable currency too : A big port of our food

grain. stored in our house is damaged by the rat and mouse. We should

take the steps of protect our food grains from these animals.

at

in

on

in

Write a short essay on a mouse.

Ans.

Write

Formative Assessment Sheet-3

A. Work in groups of four and make a collage.

Ans.

B. Work together.

Ans.

C. Comprehension.

Answer the following questions orally.

Ans.

Do it yourself.

Do it yourself.

a. Cat and fox were good friends.

b. One day they argued as to who was the smarter.

c. The fox boasted that she know many tricks.

d. while they fought, they heard gun shots and the sound of hunters.

e. The cat climbed up to a tree.

f. The hunters caught the fox.

10 Intelligent Hare

Let Us Practise

Oral
Read and answer verbally :

Ans. a. The cruel lion was the king who hunted and kill many animals every

day.
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b. The hare kill the lion by his intelligence.

a. i. Everyday b. iii. lion

a. Every animals was frightened.

b. They were no longer feeling secured in the forest.

c. They brought a proposal of compromise.

d. The hare walked slowly and reluctantly to his coming death.

e. Lion roared in anger and hear his own echo.

a. The cruel lion was the King, who hunted and killed many animals

every day. The animals of the forest. Were really troubled by this.

b. The animals decided to brought a proposal that every day one animal

will be sent as the lion food. This system worked smoothly.

c. The hare think a plan to take the lion to the well to kill the cruel lion

by his intelligence.

d. The hare took the lion to the well as per his plan and told other lion is

hiding in the well. Listen this lion roared in anger and listen his echo

then he jumped into the well. In this way cruel lion was dead by the

wisdom of little hare.

Cr l hu ed tr ub ed

f est sa sfy com o ise

p v our M e ty re e ion

Arnav : Hi, are you ?

Aham : I'm fine. Thank you. was your vacation.

Arnav : Fantastic

Aham : did you go ?

Arnav : I went to the Andaman and Nicobar Island for a week.

Aham : did you go with on the trip ?

Arnav : I went with my parents and sister.

Aham : did you return ?

Arnav : We returned the day before yesterday.

Aham : did you do in the Islands.

Arnav : We played in the beach collected shells and went sailing.

Written

Words in use

Grammar in use

A. Make the correct choice :

Ans.

B. Fill in the blanks by choosing correct words from the box given below:

Ans.

C. Answer the followings questions :

Ans.

Complete the following words :

Ans. u e n t o l

o r t i p r m

r e i a j s f l c t

Arnav and Aham are meeting after their summer holidays. Complete their

questions with the right questions words.

Ans. How

How

Where

With whom

When

What
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Aham : That sounds exciting! did you get there ?

Arnav : We wanted to go by ship. But we flew.

Aham : didn't you go by ship?

Arnav : We didn't get tickets, as they were sold out.

Aham : There goes the school bell. Let's go to class.

Do it yourself.

Do it yourself.

Do it yourself.

How

Why

Speak

Listen

Write

A.

B.

C.

I will call my parents on phone and then, I will wait for them.

I should keep my I card with me.

a. you will weep till he comes.

LIFE SKILLS-2

Oral

Written

Read and answer verbally :

Ans.

A. Make the correct choice :

Ans.

B. Fill in the blanks by choosing correct words from the box given below:

Ans. Buddhism

agriculture

Thai

six

Bangkok

a. Former name of Thailand is Siam.

b. White elephant which is rare animal It is found here.

a. iii. elephant

b. iii. Thais

a. Most of Thais belong to .

b. Sixty percent people of Thailand depend on .

c. The national language of the Country is .

d. About crore people live in the Country.

e. The capital of Thailand is .

11 Siam or Thailand

Let Us Practise
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C. Answer the following question :

Ans.

Words with 'augh' and 'ough'.

Ans. enough

daughter

through

cough

laugh

naughty

A. Circle each verb in these sentences. Then underline each adverb that

describes the verb. Next write how, when, where or how often in the

blanks given :

Ans. go

go

miss

missed

raining

B. Complete each sentences with the correct adverb form the box :

Ans. late

Impatiently

Suddenly

finally

anxiously

Adverbs of Manners

A. Form Adverbs from the following Adjectives :

Ans. Adjectives Adverbs Adjectives Adverbs

a. Thailand is also called "Lend of white Elephants" because abound by

white elephants.

b. Ayudhya was the former capital of Thailand.

c. Total are a of Thailand is 513115sq. Kilometres.

d. The preacher of India Introduced Buddhism in Thailand.

e. Politics is not a popular subject of Thais because they have more than

enough rice and fruit to eat and a large number of river to fish in their

spare time.

a. I have rice on my plate.

b. I have two children a and a son.

c. The robber entered the house the open window.

d. My younger brother is suffering form cold and .

e. They noisily and disturb others.

f. Johnny is a very boy. He often gets a scolding from his

parents.

a. Simmi and Vimmi for dance classes.

b. They there in the .

c. They seldom their class.

d. , they their class.

e. It was .

a. Ronak's train was arriving .

b. Manya kept glancing at the clock on the railway platform.

c. She heard the announcement that the train was arriving in

five minutes.

d. Ronak's train arrived after ten minutes.

e. Manya waited for Ronak to come out of the train.

bad badly simple simply

kind kindly silent silently

rude rudely smart smartly

Words is use

Grammar in use

daily

morning

Today

heavily
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B. Fill in the blanks with the adverbs :

Ans. hardly

badly

lovely

deeply

loudly

Write a short essay an 'An elephant'.

Elephant

Ans.

a. The manager granted me leave .

b. The boy hit the dog .

c. The mother kissed her baby .

d. The baby in sleeping .

e. Do not speak .

Do it yourself.

Do it yourself.

The Elephant is different from other animals. Because of its trunk and

tusk. The trunk of the elephant is very long which is used in many ways.

He used if as weapon when face any enemy. The trunk is also used for

drinking water. Trunks also used for collect the food and carry it in their

mouths. Trunk is very sensitive part of It's body. The tusk of elephant

make it look beautifully only male animal have tusk. The Female have no

tusk. The  elephant have long ear  but a short tail.

Speak

Listen

Write

Oral

Written

Read and answer verbally :

Ans.

A. Make the correct choice :

Ans.

B. Fill in the blanks by choosing correct words from the box given below:

Ans. April 16, 1889

director

1910

a. Sir Charlie Chaplin Spencer Chaplin.

b. He lived in America.

a. ii. London b. ii. Play

a. Charlie Chaplin was born on .

b. He was both an actor as well as a .

c. He went to America in .

12 :The Story of

Charlie Chaplain
Let Us Practise
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d. His first film came out in .

e. He was died on .

a. Charlie Chaplin was a great artist so he was  a famous legend.

b. Due to the death of his father and mother's mental disturbance Charlie

Chaplin had quit his studies and search for job.

c. Charlie went to America in search of full time acting profession.

d. The kid - 1921, The gold rush - 1925, city lights - 1931 Modern Times

- 1936.

e. The Image of Charlie Chaplin is comedian.

a. False b. True c. False d. False e. False

a. Aeroplane ant apple astronaut

b. each erase earn earth

c. rain rent rope rose

d. sailor school seaman second

e. what when where why

a. Sanchi Could speak when she was three. She could not write when she

was three.

b. Sanchi could speak when she was seven. She could not clanged cloths.

c. Sanchi could write, when she was seven. She could not change clothes

when she was seven.

d. Nonu could speak when he was seven. He could not speak when he

was three.

e. Nonu could write when he was seven. He could not write when he was

three.

f. Nonu could change the clothes when he was seven. He can not change.

The clothes when he was three.

a. Could you help me to find a book ?

b. Could you please leave me sir early today ?

c. Could you drive me to the station ?

1914

December 25,1977

C. Answer the following questions :

Ans.

D. Write 'True' or 'False' :

Ans.

Word in use

Arrange each of these sets of words in the order you will find them in a

dictionary :

Ans.

Read these sentences Do it yourself.

A. Write sentences about what Sanchi and Noun could and couldn't do

when they were three and seven :

Ans.

B. Write sentences with could to make a request or to ask permission in

the given situations :

Ans.

Grammar in use
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d. Could you allow me to join guitar class ?

e. Could you allow me to use your phone to make a call.

f. Could you tell me what the time is ?

Do it yourself.

Do it yourself.

One Sunday I want for zoo along with my family. We went by car. The

children were very excited to saw various animal, crepes snakes and birds

in the zoo. We had an lunch at 2 O'clock. In the evening we returned to

home. That was an excellent evening. We had got a wonderful experience

to see the zoo.

Kitty : This is mine.

Pussy : No this .

Kitty : Let us share .

Pussy : Here, take half.

Kitty : That is bigger give it to me.

Pussy : No, No Both are .

A monkey in watching the bread and the cats, He comes .

Monkey : Don't I will make the pieces equal.

(The monkey bits a big piece from the bigger half)

Monkey : Oh, it is too the other is bigger now.

( The monkey bites a piece from the bigger one)

Cats : Don't bite more give these back.

( The monkey does not reply, eats up all the rest.)

Speak

Listen

Write
Write a paragraph on your family day out. Take help from the clues in the

box.

Zoo

Ans.

Complete the story

Once two cats find a bread.

Ans. bread

is mine

the bread

one

part

equally

with a balance

quarrel

smaller

piece

Formative Assessment Sheet-4

A. Answer these riddles :

Ans.

B. Project (Work in pairs )

Make your own telephone  Do it yourself.

Ans.

Do it yourself.

Do it yourself.
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C. Imagine that your English teacher is absent today so you will have to

attend the class as a teacher. Now describe in your own words how

you deal the class.

Ans.

D. Comprehension : Girls and Boys

Answer the following questions :

Ans.

Do it yourself.

a. The girls and boys came out to play.

b. The moon was shining as bright as day so boys and girls came out.

c. Moon was shining as bright as day.

A. Make the correct choice :

Ans.

B. Write meaning of the following words :

Ans.

C. Make sentences of the following words :

Ans.

D. Fill in the blanks :

Ans. Chinese

all went to the

kitchen

frightened

Buddhism

E. Answer the following questions :

Ans.

a. ii. weak b. ii. three parts c. i. every day

d. iii. elephant e. ii. play

a. escaped – hid b. attempted – made a start

c. pretty – beautiful d. web – threads spun

e. means – purpose f. beneath – under

g. pleaded – requested h. dwellers – habitants

i. considered – Think about j. legend – great figure

a. Neighbours – All the former's neighbour came to congratulate the

farmer on his good luck.

b. Worms – The worms inside Intestine cause Diarrhoea.

c. Really – Tajmahal is really very decent monument.

d. Promise – My father has promised to give me a watch.

e. Belong – He belongs to Nepal originally.

a. There is a story of an old farmer.

b. They garden.

c. Beneath the in our house.

d. Every animal was .

e. Most of Thais belong do .

a. The Horse did not want to work hard so he escaped into the hills.

b. Meena, Meera and Monu were friends.

c. Mr. Mouse lived beneath  the kitchen.

d. Hare think a plan to take the lion to the well to kill the cruel lion by his

intelligence.

e. Ayudhya was the former capital of Thailand.

Summative Assessment Sheet-2
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F. Match the column :

Ans.

Use the correct prepositions to complete these sentences :

Ans. on

in

on

at

on

a. house i. bed

b. fed ii. late

c. ten iii. see

d. state iv. mouse

e. tea v. then

a. We have a holiday 15 may.

b. Mahatma Gandhi was born 1869.

c. The result will come Monday.

d. The examination will start 8 am.

e. My father is going to Mumbai Tuesday.

Grammar
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